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TO: BURST GROUP
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SUBJECT: MINUTES
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Reporting in attendance:

• Penn State: Finn

• MIT: Shoemaker, Cadonati

• LLO: Saulson, Marka, Zotov, Kats, Igor, Zweizig, Giaime, Daw

• AEI/Hannover: Colacino

• CSUDH: Ganezer

• CIT: Blackburn, Weinstein

• LHO: Raab, Sigg, Ballmer, Drever

1. Update on S1 rescheduling

a. A preliminary inspection of mirror MMT2 shows two broken magnet
assemblies. The wire break is along the free section of wire, not in the
clamp. The optic is on its way to the optics lab for a post-mortem and
repairs. Chamber door is going back on and we hope to be pumping
soon.

b. Mirror work will take one to two weeks before it can be reinstalled.

c. Lab will discuss reschedule of science runs Monday 8 July.

2. Pre-S1 injection results

a. Marka LLO. Four major injection sections (burst and inspiral) over
four days prior to run start. No simultaneous injections: coincidence
will have to be simulated in software.

b. Leonor LHO. Two major injection sections on two days before run.
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c. Analysis of injected data is not yet ready: the data was mistakenly
placed in wrong directories for ldas access. Data is being moved and
analysis will proceed as soon as it is available to LDAS.

d. Preliminary analysis shows some spurious bursts (not injected) in
LLO data from 27 June. Spurious bursts have a 60s periodicity.
Currently unexplained.

e. LHO burst instructions mistakenly injected common mode. Use this
as an opportunity to check common-mode rejection, etc.

3. E7 analysis

a. Aiming for E7 Analysis Presentation and report at LSC in August.
This presentation and report needs to be circulated approximately
two weeks before the meeting.

b. Simulation activity

 i. One waveform at variety of distances for H2. Need to go now
to a much bigger set of simulations: lots of waveforms,
distances, all IFOs. Including simulations that are directly
comparable to interferometer injections.

 ii .  Remains outstanding problem: horizontal scale (distance to
source). This is a problem from understanding response and
calibration. There was a factor 10 error in LLO calibration we
were using; this has been corrected. There remains a difference
between our intuition of the relative sensitivity of H2 and L1,
that amounts now to a factor of 100. Whether there remains
some errors or our intuition needs to be re-educated, or both,
is yet to be determined. Engaging calibration group to try to
figure out.

 iii. Study of events generated from data injected signals: modulo
calibration scale factor are producing rate v. strength plots.
Still remaining: false rates. Need this for choosing thresholds
(for optimizing and final).

c. Pipeline analysis of full data: What remains to be done?

 i. Slope detector has very steep sensitivity v. threshold, leading
to strong sensitivity to non-stationarity. Have problems with
event rates to database.

 ii. To produce an upper limit need to produce efficiency vs. false
rate curves, and background, for fixed thresholds. Prefer to
optimize dso and veto thresholds over the thresholds, but may
not have time or energy for E7. (Though, it would be nice to
optimize at least one threshold in this way.)
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 iii. Need to make case that vetos are not correlated with “real”
signals. Can’t do this without injections, or a simulation that
understands the origin of the bursts. The issue is that the veto
may be sensitive to differential signals. This is important for
the MICH veto at H2. Take this off-line to e-mail.

 iv. Plan for moving forward:

1. Resolve MICH and other veto issues

2. Justifiable choice of at least one parameter (including
threshold)

3. Proposal to group that now it is time to do E7

 v. Question: for determining background and false rate v.
efficiency curves need to identify whether we are looking to
set an aggregate or per waveform upper limit.

4. Actions

a. Offline discussion of how we make case that vetos are not overly
correlated with signals when a veto channel may be sensitive to
differential mode signal;

b. Offline discussion of how we justify choice of vetos short of a full
optimization exercise;

c. Offline discussion of whether (and how) we set aggregate burst upper
limit or upper limit on bursts of particular kinds (e.g., Z-M 31, Z-M 32,
etc.);

d. Offline discussion of how we use playground data


